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His College Yell
A strangely familiar sound caused Gilbert Jennings to raise inquiring eyes and
stare abstractedly at the palms in the cafe
window. Again he heard it, a shout this
time augmented by a score of voices:
"HI-0-HI! 0-HI-O! HI-HI•-O-HI!
OBERLIN!"
It was his college yell!
Jennings looked around, astounded; for
Kansas City was the last place in which
he would have expected to hear that
sound. With ungovernable curiosity he
tiptoed to the doorway of the main salon
on his left. A blaze of crimson and gold
flashed before him. Gathered at the one
long table was a company of young men
2nd women, and with a start he recognized
a rosy-checked, dark-haired woman talking
to a slim dandy on her right.
Jennings went swiftly to his seat. The
woman he had been trying hopelessly to
forget these past four months, the woman
who still bore his name, was in the other
room with a strange man! He understood
the gathering. Someone was entertaining
the college glee club; but he did not under—
stand why she should be there, especially
with that other one.
Seeking an answer to his problem he
picked up the paper he had let fall beside
his chair, and scanned it closely until he
found the item that had to do with the glee
club concert and banquet. At the very end
of it he found what he was looking for.
"Mrs. Julia W. Jennings and Mr. Lewis

Sadler, both Oberlin alumni, on their way
to visit friends on the Pacific coast, availed
themselves of stop-over privileges in order
to hear the club and attend the banquet."
Gilbert was as much at sea as before,
however. What did that item mean? Who
was Mr. Lewis Sadler? Had she—but no!
It was impossible, when she had not yet
instituted those disagreeable proceedings he
had been hourly expecting during those long
four months.
Leaving his meal unfinished, Jennings
went to the hotel register, where he found
her name, buried in the long list of Oberlin
guests, together with that of Mr. Lewis
Sadler. With a sudden ache in his throat
Jennings recognized her handwriting. But
who was this man—this Lewis Sadler, who
accompanied her, alone, on a transcontinental journey?
Gilbert Jennings went up to his room,
with a w1iite, set face. He had always
blamed himself as much as he had her for
the foolish quarrel that had rest'lteu in
this bitter separation; but he had never
dreamed of her flying across the continent
with a strange man. The fierce, jealous
pang aroused by this discovery made him
realize how much this woman still meant to
him. His brain was suddenly assailed with.
a tempest of hate. An insane desire for
revenge gripped him. Going to his suitcase he took out a revolver and dropped it
into his coat pocket; then he went down
again to the lobby.
Continued on Page 14
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The Mountaineer of the South
By Irene Glasgow '14

In the southern part of the Appalachian
mountains ,in what has been called the
"Switzerland of America" live a class of
people generally known as the "Mountain
Whites."
I do not speak of these people as a race,
but as a class, for they are distinctively
American. But why speak of them as a
class? Who are they? Why are they diferent from other Americans?
Those who have thoroughly studied the
origin and descent of the Mountain Whites
tell us that the majority of them are Scotch
Irish, although some Huguenot names appear among them and English and German
names and customs are not uncommon.
But why did they come here? Recall the
Irish rebellion and how the Irish went over
to Scotland taking possession of confis—
cated lands and how, later, on account of
religious persecution the Scotch-Irish; three
hundred thousand strong, came to America
where they could have the freedom of religion which they so much desired. They
landed at New York, Philadelphia and
Jamestown and leaving behind them the
colonies already established pushed westward, and southward, into the very heart of
the wilderness.
Some of the people found homes in the
rich valleys and in the famous Blue Grass
sections, but some preferred the beauties
and solitude of the mountains and others
were lured on by the opportunities for fishing and hunting. These left their friends
in the valley and forged up through the
forests along the rocky streams 'of the
mountains. They were the real pioneers of
America and it is from these people that
the mountaineer of today has descended.

But what of the condition of these people today? A traveler through these parts
not long ago asked an old woman who she
was. The answer came back, "Oh, I am just
one of these old mountainstrugglers."
Things have changed since these early days.
The game and fish gradually became scarce
and the mountaineer had to turn his attention to tilling the thin rocky soil in order
to make a living.
About this time to the brother down in the
valley came the railroads and the steamboats,
began to ply the rivers. The mountaineer
was ignorant of their existence. Then came
the telegraph and the telephone, bringing
all the world into close contact. The mountaineer was excluded from the universal
bond. The nineteenth century has been one
of unparalleled progress, and civilization has
gone forward with leaps and bounds. To
the mountainer it has stood absolutely
still.
This is the reason we speak of these people as a class. A study of their present conditions will show how they ,are different
from the rest of the world.
The mountaineers have increased greatly
in number. Their lands are very p000r, so
poor that they can hardly raise enough to
live on no matter how hard they labor.
There is then no incentive to work. Their
neighbors are all in the same condition and
live no better than they, so there is nothing
to stir their ambition. They have deteriorated from strong intelligent people into
lazy, ambitionless men and women.
They live in small huts and cabins built
of logs, with the chinks filled up with mud.
These contain generally one room, or if
the family is unusually thrifty, two or three.
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The families are always very large and all
cat, sleep and live in this one room.
The illiteracy of this people is deplorabie.
James Robert Gilmore in writing about
their forefathers said, "They were so generally well educated that only two out of two
hundred were unable to write their name."
In a bulletin published recently by the
Southern Educational board, statistics show
that "fifty per tent of the white population
in the Southern mountains are wholly without letters.'
In many of the counties if school is held
at all it is only for two months and this
snort term is of a very inferior sort. We
read in one of the current Mission Study
b3oks, "that a visitor to the mountains met
a very dejected and desperate looking individual along the roadside who said, 'Mister, cant you help a fellow out of a very
bad fix? Them chilluns up at school has
got more sense than I've got and I'm afraid
they'll find out! don't kiow how to do this
here sum and I'll lose my place.' When
asked to state the problem, he gave the following: "If one yard of. calico costs seven
and one-half cents, what will eight yards
cost?'" Such is the ignorance of many of
the teachers.
The people of this section are very religious. They will walk miles and miles to
hear a sermon. They believe it, God,
in the Bible, and in the church. The deporable fact is that the preacher as a rule
is uneducated, bigoted and narrow. They
only bring the people into a deeper state
of ignorance.
But what of the character of these people? We have found already that they are
of the best lineage. At the time of the
cvil war, stirred with patriotic zeal they
went to the front. The majority were loyal
to the Union and in their own primitive
way were a great force in preserving it.
We are also indebted to these peope for
such men as Daniel Boone, Stonewall Jack-
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son, Andrew Jackson and Abraham Lincoln.
Some of the characteristics which we see
preserved from these earlier days are their
indomitable pride, their hospitality and
their eager responsiveness to anything
which will elevate them.
At one time when the crops had been especially poor and the people were suffering
from the lack of necessities, the people of
Kentucky delegated John Fox Jr., the great
friend of the mountain people, to go up
among them and take money and provisions. John Fox Jr. started on his journey,
although he feared the outcome and at the
end of a few weeks he returned with practically all of the provisions. The people
were amazed when he told them how he had
every where been royally welcomed and entertained and how in many cases the last
cup of meal in the house had been made into
a cake and forced upon him, but when he
told them his mission they would accept
nothing from "those stuck up folks in the
settlements."
Some of the people criticized the mountaineers for such a course of action, but
they knew, as John Fox knew, that the "settlement" people pitied them and their inborns Scotch pride resented it. These peope do not want pity, but they do want sympathy. There is no class of people who respond more eagerly to Christian education
when it is given in a spirit of helpfulness
and brotherhood.
Is there not then a call to us to help our
brothers? They need us, and we need them.
Should we not then in the midst of our mission work and philanthropy hear the call of
the little mountain boy when he said; "Nobody never comes in here and nobody never
goes out. My paw just growed up and
never knew nothin' and his paw before him.
Sometimes when I be livin' on the mountain side I looks up the creek and down the
creek and wonder if there aint never nobody comin' to larn me something."

Jno. R. King Makes a Specially of Citns Trees

Translations From Horace
*
aet

To Chloe—Book I, Ode XXIII
Thou, Cloe, dost shun me as the fawn,
Which on the pathless mountain height,
Doth seek her anxious mother's side
And flees from wind and woods in fright.

For whether 'tis the bramble bush,
Which rustles lightly in the breeze,
Or green-hued lizard stirs the twigs,
With fear it quakes in heart and knees.

But not for worlds would I harm thee,
As would the tiger cruel, or wild
Gaetulian lion. Leave thy ma,
For thou art ripe for marriage, child.
Translated by Hadley Kelsey, '03.

INCONSISTENCY
"Three meals each day I needs must have,"
We oft have heard him say.
"I think they must be lazy
Who from breakfast stay away."
He always does take breakfast
And supper oftentimes,
But when the dinner gong sounds forth
He is in other climes.
His clime is in the Latin room
When all is peace and. still,
And all the students have dispersed
And not a sound does fill-'
The quiet hall. 'Tis there
We find Professor White;

-

Luxury—Book I, Ode XXXVIII
Here young man, a piece of my mind,
You're becoming too much of a sport,
For Persian dress suits and things of that
kind,
Are only for gents of the court.
Your garlands of linden and late blooming
rose
Are certainly not just my style,
Were it only their beauty I would not oppose,
But gee! They diminish your pile.
The myrtle's good enough for any hired
man
And even for me your boss
Tho' I, while you're working as hard as you
can,
Tank up in the shade on oinos.
Translated by Jesse Stanfield '13.

Yes, there, but not alone.
Two meals a day suffice him now
If he leaves one out at noon.

Extra! Extra!
Found—A new specimen of an animal
(valuable) known as "Hicks." Resembles
monkey, but has inferior intellect.
H. W. Whitlock is having a new sign
painted for his jewelry store. Mr. Whitlock
kindly solicits the favorable support of all
Whittier people. A specimen of his goods
may be seen on the little finger of his right
hand.

Eat at the "Quaker Cafeteria," Exchange Building, Third and Hill Sts., Los Angeles

A ClimbUp Mt. JVitney
By Frank Crites,'12

After we had continually climbed the
crest of ridges only to see others farther
ahead; after we had camped out four nights
(three of these under a leaky canvas' sometimes to be called out in the small hours of
the morning to scare the burros away from
the grub boxes; after much discussion as to
whether we should go on to Whitney or return to Monache Meadows to hunt deer, we•
arrived at what we thought to be Crabtree
Meadows. Later on found it to be Rock
Creek.
About 2 P. m. of the fifth day we pitched
our camp and spent the rest of the day fishing for trout. Early the next morning we
were calied out by Milt. It was a surprised
bunch when they rolled out of a warm bed
to land on frozen ground, but we were not
very long in dressing. Brute, as usual,
started after the animals while Milt and Si
prepared breakfast and Bristol and Sib
packed the grub.
When breakfast was about ready Brute
returned, but he had no animals. This bit
of news depressed the spirits of the whole
parLy, as we wanted to get an early start for
tie final dash for Whitney. Immediately
after breakfast Brute and Sib started on the
trail of the offenders and after two hours
of hard climbing one of the animals was
found. That helped soni'e, but three more
saddle horses and three more burros were
missing. Their tracks were soon found on
the trail headed for home and by a few
minutes of hard riding they were overtaken
and chased back to camp.
It was not till nine o'clock that we were
ready to start, Brute riding Jinny instead
of old Frenchy. A coffee pot and a cup of
coffee were taken along as a reviver in case

of need. It took three hours of hard riding
and walking over a bad trail to reach Crabtree Meadows at the foot of Whitney whose
elevation is io,800 feet.
The animals were staked out, coffee made
and then the real hike began. To our disgust we found that we had stopped in one
end of the meadow while wecouldhàve
ridden the horses about two miles farther.
It was about two o'clock when we reached the farther end of the meadows, 11,700
feet above the sea. A large beautiful lake
was there, but it was slightly too cold for
a swim. We huntect. for the trail for a
while and when It was found we began the
ascent of the last 2$00 feet. It was a good
trail yet there were very steep places where
we had to climb straight up for several feet.
The snow line was down on the 'mountain
about one-half of this last climb, so that no
trail was visible and considerable time was
s'ent looking for the blazes, which were
piles of small rock on larger ones.
It was rather disagreeable climbing as in
places the snow would support our weight
then suddenly break through and the luckless person who was ahead would go down
from two to three feet in the snow to strike
the slanting side of a rock and to slide farther.
After two hours of this work the top was
reached and we felt satisfied that we had
gained our end. The wind was blowing
hard and the atmosphere was intensely cold.
We could look down into the Owens valley
to the east and see the ranch which we had
left almost a week before. To the north,
west and south nothing but peaks were visible.
We went into the reception room of the

Morgan faIe Brand Oysters at the Central Cafe, 109 W. Philadeipha St.
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observatory, which was about eight feet
wide and ten feeet long. It was carpeted
with a mixture of dirt, excelsior and pieces
of boards, and the latter we used for a fire.
The rareness of the air and cold was almost
too much for Brute, and he began to get
sick. Si's hip, which he had strained in the
morning, was giving him great pain and
the rest of the bunch was not feeling very
spry. So after staying on the top twentythree minutes we started the descent. Those
minutes were long enough for us to. put
our names on the top and get a view of the
valley.
It was by a slip of memory that we did
not bring along a brush and some some
paint with which we could put the name of
our college on a rock in a way that would
last till someone else of the school could go

up and renew it. We did have a pencil in
the crowd and with it we put "W. C."
where no school can get its initials higher
in the United States. We had not descended far when we voted for Milt and Brute
to go on and bring an animal back to the
foot for Si to ride to the camp. Being in
a valley it got dark rather early and the
trail which took us back to our grub was
so steep and rough that it was impossible
to go over it in the dark. Nothing else
could be done but to build up a roaring fire
and roll up in the saddle blankets to keep
as warm as possible. At daylight the next
morning we were on our way back to the
grub. We certainly did justice to it when
we reached it about 9 a. m. September 18,

Proverb—"When the son begins to sow
his wild oats, it's time for the father to
begin to thrash."

Nofle Renneker says he is now able to
hold his own.
Olive is all Stone.

The southwest corner of the study hail
has been rented at small cost. For particulars see Davis and Kelsey.

1910.

In Study Hall
Lela Bruyn—Order back there!
R. Hazzard—Ham and eggs, please.

.1ANUFAeT

When You're Hungry, eat at the CENTRAL CAFE 109 W. Philadelphia St.

DeFoe's "A Journal of the Plague rear,,
By Russell Kerr, '13

The average person possesses that happy
faculty which allows him to feel the sufferings of the other fellow less sharply than
his own. If the misfortune of that other is
far distant from him in space Sand time,
he can sympathize still less. In fact, he
may read of a calamity visited upon a whole
community, or even a nation, and if it is
sufficiently far removed in space or time
he feels it not so much as he would a cut
on the finger. It is well that we are so
constituted, else we would spend our days
in weeping for the sorrows of others. And
yet it is just that sympathetic faculty which
makes the greatest men of the world, leaders as well as artists. One of the world's
masterpieces of realistic fiction is the work
of a man who put himself in the place of the
sufferers during the great plague year in
London in 1665.
Daniel Defoe's "Journal of the Plague
Year" is the memorable product of his
power to visualize a state of society in
which he made himself live and whose horror he seemed to feel. His narrative purports to be the story of an uncle horn in
1628 and who may have lived in London
in 1665. Defoe himself was six years of
age and would naturally remember some of
the striking events. As his folk remained
there and he grew up, the matter would be
for a long time the subject for conversation
among those around him.
In 1663 the plague raged violently in
Holland and returned there in September,
E664. It sprang up in London in the early
part of December, when two men died of
it. It slowly increased, a few dying. It
was kept very much concealed and deaths
became more and more numerous. In May

and June the death rate became exceedingly high. The people became alarmed
and began leaving the city for safety.
A saddler who, according to Defoe, is
telling this story from his own notes and
memory, relates how it came about that he
remained in the city. He claims that his
brother had advised him to leave, but being
a religious man he decided to seek guidance from the Bible. He found in the
tenth verse of the Ninety-first Psalm that
which convinced him that he should remain.
"There shall no evil befall, neither shall any
plague come nigh thy dwelling."
The plague raged in the western part of
the city, but in mid-July it began to spread
eastward, the death rate ranging from one
thousand two hundred and sixty-eight to
one thousand seven hundred and sixty a
week. Sorrow and sadness was upon every
face and all London might well be said to
be in tears. No one put on black or made
formal dress of mourning for their nearest
friends. The voice of mourning and the
shrieks of women and children were heard
constantly.
Quacks, mountebanks, fortune tellers and
astrologers began to gouge the people for
money. Throngs of people went mad by
running to them. Religious people started
public prayers, days of fasting and himiliation.
The Lord Mayor appointed physicians
and surgeons for the diseased poor, but the
plague was so terrible that it defied every
attempt to control it. Seeing this state of
affairs, the Lord Mayor and Council of
Aldermen passed new laws. Each Alderman was to appoint a common council of two or more in his ward. This board of

Go to the "Quaker Cafeteria," Exchange Building, Third and Hill Sts., Los Angeles
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examiners was to appoint two watchmen
for each house shut up with inflicted people; to appoint searchers to locate inflicted
houses; to give orders as to care of houses
and cleansing of streets daily. No beggars
were allowed to wander about; all play and
games ceased; taverns, ale houses and public gathering places were closed. Each inflicted house was marked by a large red
cross on the door and was watched day and
night by watchmen who should run errands.
This shutting up and watching angered the
people very much and many escaped in
various ways, threatening and often killing
the watchman.
Some escaping thus had a place to go in
with other families, while those who had
none wandered into the streets and died.
Those carried and spread the disease widely. It became a serious matter to procure
provisions, but the poor had to hazard the
'risk. The better class received their supplies, as much as possible, from the country.
Many people died in the streets, where
they lay until gathered up by night in the
dead cart. Graves were too numerous to
dig, so pits were resorted to; one in the
churchyard of Aldgate was forty by sixteen
by nine feet.
From August eighth to October tenth
there were sixty thousand deaths. July,
August and the first part of October were
the worst months of all, because of warm

(This "Journal of the Plague Year,"
written by the author of "Robinson Crusoe," is practically unknown to a large per
cent of the readers of the latter work. It is
an interesting example of the early literature from which the modern novel has developed.—Editor.)

See my lates invention. Combination step
ladder and high chair. The best testimony
that I can give is that I use it myself. Orders filled promptly. Wm. J. Howard.

Mr. Parmelee—Yes, all the beds are supplied with hair mattresses.
New Boarder—Would you mind lending
me a bottle of hair restorer for mine?—Ex.

In zoology class they were discussing
how much the senses of,!ight and scent had
to do with the "homing instinct."
Swain—'Wonder why a bad penny always
'comes back?
B. Howard—Because of the "scent."

After Twelve
Agatha—And would you really put yourself out for my sake?
Moore—Indeed I would.
Agatha—Then do it please. I'm awfully
sleepy.

weather. In November the death rate
dropped to nine hundred per week. Then
it was that many returned home, only, to
be soon taken by the plague.
There were two main ways of refuge.
Many lived in ships which lay anchored
in rows in the river and had some man as
servant to bring provisions. Those who
went into the country built huts oe sheds
in the fields or woods. However, both were
later in danger and many died when the
disease spread through all the suburbs and
nearby towns.
Affairs were in a very serious state. At
the beginning of the plague all business
ceased, all master workmen in manufactories, all merchandise and shipping, all
tradesmen and building, all seamen, footmen, shopkeepers, bookkeepers, men and
maid servants turned out.
The want of employment and need of
lread by the poor drove them to venture
anything, or London should never have
found men to care for the one hundred
thousand of her dead.

It Pays to Plant the Best Citrus trees, JNO, R. KING has them
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THE CAMPUS
The possibilities that our location gives
us for "the most beautiful campus in Southern California," are being utilized. The
monument to John Greenleaf Whittier that
has been erected on the campus at the entrance; the long, sweeping green lawns and
the grading and work on walks and drives
on the part that has hitherto been a barley'
patch all contribute to enhance the beauty
of the surroundings of the "College set on
a hill."

games between the two schools have shown.
Although two of the games resulted
in lop-sided scores, the best of feeling was shown in the rooting. That
the old enmity has been forgotten is
largely due to two causes: the sympathetic co-operation of the heads of
the two institutions and the fact that the
last two graduating classes of the High
School have contributed students to the College. These are the factors that have made
a reality of our old slogan: "Get together."

THE HATCHET BURIED
The old theory that a High School and a
College in the same town are sure to be
enemies is gradually disintegrating. Yet it
was not so long ago that "we" busily plied
the editorial quill of the High School "Cardinal and White," and rather hopelessly
urged the slogan for the two institutions
to "get together." Our dreams have been
realized, as the last three practice baseball

THE ORATORICAL CONTEST
Though our Oratorical Contest "flashed
in the pan," we should remember that next.
year is coming. Oratory is a field where
W. C. ought to shine, as we have shone in
years before. We need some more oratorical banners to put beside those we
already have.
Keep next year's Oratorical Contest in
mind.
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Christian Associations
Y. M. C. A. NOTES

Y. W. C. A. NOTES

This department of the College life is
gradually becoming stronger and the cabinet feels that the association is on a firmer
foundation this year than it has been in
previous years. The cause for this growth

The post-Capitola spirit has added new
enthusiasm to our Association. The last
few meetings have been very profitable and
well atLended. The first meeting after vacation was led by Edna Thornburgh, on
the theme of having a purpose in all that
we do.. She brought before the girls the
importance of choosing a definite aim and
working toward that end.
Our next meeting was with Capitola
girls. The meeting was very informal and
we all gathered in a circle on the fiber and
listened to the reports that the girls had
for us. Elizabeth Milhous spoke very interestingly of the methods of other colleges
of procuring funds for Capitola. Miss
Cammack told of her Bible class and then
we had reports on all the phases of Capitola
life.
The last two meetings have been led by
Edith McGee and Mrs. Wilcox. Mrs. Wilcox spoke on her association with Bulgarian
people and her talk was one of the series of
missionary topics which are given every six
weeks under the leadership of the mi.ssonary committee.
The "Y. W." girls feel that this year has
been a marked success in the spread of
Christian influence among the girls and it is
the hoçe of the new officers that the coming
September will usher in an even more
fruitful year.

may be attributed to several causes. The
cabinet meets weekly o discuss problems
of the Association. We have been fortunate to have Mr. Schwartz with us during
one of these meetings of the past month.
Mr. Schwartz is a National Student Volunteer Secretary. He helped the Association
and also the fellows personally, having private councils with many of them.
The Prayer Meeting Committee secured
Rev. Stivers, Rev. Edwards, Rev. McGrew
and Mr. Schwartz as speakers for the month
just passed. These men have given us
broader thoughts of greater things. They
have shown us the possibilities of the affairs
of life that are before us.
One of the greatest helps to the Association this year, however, has been our Bible
study. The fellows have formed four
classes, two of which are led by students
and two by alumni. They have proven very
interesting and beneficial. The course
which is now being used by these classes
is "Social Significance of the Teachings of
Christ," by Jenks.

Mary F. (discussing eyes)—"Sharkies
eyes are all right but I don't like anybody
else's very well."
John P.—"When did you do that?"
Bailey H. (before giving a report in English class)—"1 was unable to find any
better authority than myself."

A new bachelor's club has been organized.
S. C. Picket, President.
I-I. Kelsey, Vice Président.
J. Pearson, Secretary.
A. Marshburn, Treasurer.
Miss Cammack—"I got all of my money,
sitting around looking wise."

See Triplett for Wall Paper and Paints
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flubanges
Weep and you're called a baby;
Laugh ,and you're called a fool;
Yield, and you're called a coward;
Stand ,and you're called a mule;
Smile, and they call you silly;
Frown, and they'll call you gruff;
Put on a front like a millionaire
And some guy calls you a bluff.—Ex.
Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
How I wonder what you are;
When across the footlights seen,
Forty-five or seventeen.—Ex.
President W. J. Reagan, of Pacific College, Newberg, Oregon,. has recently accepted the position of teacher of philosophy
in Friends' University for the coming year.
The "Fool" number of the University
Life is very unique and original.
The Earlhamite.has a very exciting story
in the last issue entitled, "Mac." For a
true short story it is too descriptive and .does
not approach the main incident soon
enough.
She—"I' mgoing to give you back your
engagement ring—I love another."
He—"Give me his name and address."
She—"Do you want to kill him?"
He—"No, I want to sell him the ring."
—Ex.
The following from the "Swaps" in the
Sentinal encourage us very much:
"Whittier College Acropolis, you have
an excellent paper and your athletic news is
a little the best it has been our privilege
to read this year."
"A man or woman who makes grammatical errors is handicapped, no matter what

profession he or she may enter. Did you
ever hear a lecturer who held you entranced
by his eloquence until you heard him saying, "I've saw the lightening flash through
the stormy heavens?"You probably, noticed the shock the words gave you and others
of the audience who noticed it. The eloquence of the remainder of his oration was
lost on desert air, for you sat in nervous attention awaiting the recurrence of that or
of a similar mistake."—Ex.
Football is becoming a popular game in
Russia and has been given a front place in
their list of sports.—Ex.
One of the enthusiastic colleges of the
east, Tufts, has adopted spring football
training. Perhaps Whittier college is not
so far behind for they started that plan a
year ago.
"The Crescent" is still improving. Don't
get discouraged, cheer up! Any college
would envy your new building.
There is a bill before the Minnesota legislature which if passed will change the
normal schools into colleges. Two, years
additional work will be given in the normal
schools. Those completing the work will
be granted a degree of bachelor of education and aiiyone receiving this will be permitted to teach in the high schools of the
state.—Ex.
Among other exchanges received are:
"Aromaz," Spokane, Wash.
The S. V. .C. Student, Los Angeles.
Penn Chronicle, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Cardinal and White, Whittier, Cal.
The Arrow, Broken Bow, Neb.
The Corral, Abilene, Texas.
"Echoes," Tucumcari, N. M.

Bicycles, Bicycle Repairs and Keys Fitted, Whittier Cyclery
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Society
i?cception to Pe1cgtes
On Friday, April 21st, a reception was
given in the Association Hall in honor of
the Capitola Girls and Pacific Grove boys.
Several games were played, after which the
jolly crowd adjourned to the Auditorium,
where the delegates entertained with
" stunts" .The "stunts" were very amusing
and the whole crowd enjoyed them.
The students then returned to the Association Hall where delicious refreshments
were served.
FOURTH YEAR ENTERTAINED
A parlor richly decorated with Whittier
pennants and pillows met the gaze of the
Fourth Years April 21, when they were en-

tertained by the Third Years at the home of
L. M. Baldwin. Lively conversation and
games were the order of the evening until
Jo o'clock, when the guests were invited to
the dining room. Here the decorations followed the class colors and the red roses and
foliage gave thee room a distinctively
Fourth Year air.
After supper toast were given by Prof.
Wilson ,Charles Crumly and Jean Stokes,
and readings by Mrs. Wilson and Miss
Tomlinson. Prof. Wilson commended most
highly the spirit of good feeling existing
between the two classes.
The company was chaperoned by Prof.
and Mrs. Wilson, Prof. Nanney and Miss
Tomlinson.

HIS COLLEGE YELL—Continued from Page Three

He mounted guard in a deep leather chair
where he could pretend to be asleep at the
same time that he watched the entrance
to the salon. His eye lids quivered with
the nervous tension of his covert spying.
Time dragged tediously.
At last there were sounds of scraping
chairs in the other room, and a rattle of feet
toward- the door. A smiling colored waiter opened the door and stood aside to let
the guests pass out. Among the very first
was the kindly veteran manager of the
club, Mr. Peak, as beaming and cordial as
ever. Jennings with his hands in his coat
pockets, smuggled deeper into his chair;
but:was too late. The quick clear eye of the
manager had caught him, and the portly
gentleman bore down upon him with every
sign of pleased recognition.
"Why Mr. Jennings!"he exclaimed, after the first greetings; "what a fortunate
circumstance! Your wife is here! She
told us that you were detained on business

back east." (Jennings fervently thanked
her in spirit for the polite little lie.) "But
we are exceedingly glad to see that you
could get away. Oh yes; and your wife
has a surprise for you. The half-brother
of hers whom I believe you have never filet,
is here with her. He is just home from
South Africa, where everybody thought he
had been killed, during the Boer war, you
know."
Jennings could only stutter an insane,
"Delighted to know it! Will be very glad
to meet him!" when she came out of the
door on the arm of the slim dandy.
The remorsefully trembling hand he held
out was eagerly grasped in both of hers.
"Forgive me!" he gasped in a passionate
undertone, and in the same breath she answered: "Forget it, Dear!"
In her ordinary tone of voice she then
turned to the young man beside her and
said: "Lewis, let me introduce you to my
husband!'

For the Best Citrus Tree in the Southwest, See Jno. R. King
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11pterarySock ti e $
Athenaeum Literary Society
Unusual interest has been shown in the
Athenaeum Literary Society during the past
few weeks. The play, "College Chums,"
has been postponed because of the lack of
time for preparation, as all energy is being
placed upon the program to be given commencement time.
A program that showed the ability and
talent of the members was an original one
given March i, and consisted of the following numbers:
Solo—Marion Plummer.
Violin Solo—H. N. Hoskins.
Original Translations from Greek—Hadley Kelsey.
Autobiography—Bailey Howard.
Organ Voluntary—Albert Marshburn.
The last, a Kipling program, held the
closest attention of the members, who responded to roll call by their favorite quotations from that author.
Current Events—Gertrude Cox.
Vocal Solo—R. B. Holton.

Reading from Kipling—Irene Glasgow.
Life of Kipling—Bertha Hoskins.
Short Story from Kipling—Frank Swain.

Parthenian Literary Society
The Parthenian girls enjoyed a novel entertainment Monday, April 17, in the form
of a luncheon. They met as usual in the
Association Hall and after roll call adjourned and went to the dining room in
the bungalow.
The following program was given and
greatly enjoyed:
Toastmistress—Lela Bruyn.
Toast to the Society—Mary Todd.
Toast to the Faculty Members—Fern
Cox.
Toast to the Women of Today—Mabel
Trueblood.
Toast to the Alumnae of Parthenian—
Lucille Hodgins.
Original Parthenian Song—Second Year
Girls.

Alumnly Votes
Not long ago one of our girls received
a letter from one of the Alumnae girls, one
who graduated. in the class of 1908, a class
of two girls, and since she always engaged
in all college activities in a most efficient
way, the letter may be of interest to many.
Le Grand, Cal., April 8, 1911.
l
My Dear Edna:
I didn't faint at all, but I did "throw"
several fits of joy and ecstacy when I received that nice long letter from your dear
self. I wanted to sit right down and answer it immediately, but a few hateful duties
prevented that, and since then I seem to
v

have been attacked by that same thief of
time that you say sometimes troubles you.
Right now, I would like to run up to your
room and talk it out—about everything that
used to happen, about things that have occurred since I left Whittier, about things
that are happening right now and about
things that are going to happen.
Your time isn't exactly unoccupied, it is?
Well, housekeeping isn't so bad, is it? Do
you know, I fancy my vocation isn't a lifelong job of school teaching—but that isn't
what I was talking about. I would like to
hear the glee clubs sing and indeed, yes, I

Good Things to Eat at Van Antwerp's Cafe, 154 N. Grcenleaf
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would like to take another early morning
trip to the hills with you and come back
and "feed" as we did.
I enjoyed your full description of events
that are and that are to be—and of your
. very busy existence. You are doing just
what I would expect you to be doing—
working away like the very—you know
what! For myself, of course, I atri busy,
too. As you know, quite a little is usually
expected of a high school teacher in a small
community, and this community is no exception. As to my school duties, they are
thusly: We have about twenty-five students
and three teachers. You naturally conclude
that our classes are not especially large, but
as far as I can see, about the same amount
of preparation is required for them. However, my work is not heavy at all, since a
large part of it is commercial work and I
"doped" up on that last summer. Besides
the commercial work, I have two classes in
history, United States, and Mediaeval and
Modern. Really, I like the work, but as I
said before, don't think I shall care to keep
it up forever. Of course, there is lots to
keep me busy beside the actual teaching.
I've "staged" two plays—they were considered quite successful, I believe—and I've
been forced to perform a few times myself.
You know, you have to pretend you can do
anything you are asked to do. It's quite
remarkable how easy it is to fool people.
Once I gave a selection from "Mrs. Wigg,"
and the people seemed to like it.
Then, besides engaging in high school
activities, I am becoming quite a piilar of
the church—sing in the choir and am going
to take a class in Sunday school.
Just a word about .the place. The place
is a little bit of a town, only about 350 inhabitants, in the San Joaquin Valley, Merced county,- seventeen miles from Merced
and about fifty miles from Fresno. A good
part of the time I think the weather is
ideally perfect, but they tell me it gets very

warm in the summer time. It is inainly a
grain country and the fields are beautiful.
You never saw more beautiful farming
land. For irrigation they depend on the
rainfall, consequently, at present, the best
land sells for only $ioo or $125 per acre,
but as soon as they get water, which no
doubt will come before very long, the price
of land is expected to be very high. Some
of the people here are delightful—especially
the people with whom .1 live. Taking it
altogether, I feel that I am in pastures
green.
Now, for business. No, dear child, I'm
not sorry you wrote, but very glad, as I certainly have not understood Alumni matters
at all. My loyalty to Whittier College and
its Alumnae didn't die with my departure
from the community, and while it is not
likely that I shall ever live there again, I
shall certainly do all that I feel I am able
to do towards bearing the burden of the
association. "Nuff sed," isn't it? and God
bless you all. Amen!
COILA S. CARTER, 'o8..
Mrs. Benjamin Sharpless died May r at
the Pasadena Sanitarium. Our deepest
•
sympathy is extended to the family and
especially to Caroline Sharpless, 'io.
Miss Mabel Smith, 'oS, entertained a number of her girl friends on Saturday afternoon, April 15. It proved to be a delightful surprise in announcing the engagement
of Miss Mabel Smith and Prof. Clifford
Roberts, a graduate of our sister institution,
Penn College, Iowa. The wedding will
occur on June the twenty-second. The
Alumni offers its hearty approval.

If you're having the blues, don't read
"The Wilmingtonian"—you would never recover. Perhaps it is the weather in Ohio
that makes you feel so badly.

Gregg & Caldwell, Rea' Estate, Loans and Insurance
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Atbletics
WHITTIER 3; U. S. C. 4
Whittiet retrieved herself to a great extent for the previous week's showing when
she held the U. S. C. team to a 3 to 4 score
on Bovard Field April 22.
Whittier put up the best exhibition of
college baseball given in Southern California this year, and had the 'varsity lads on
.their toes every minute of the game. U. S.
C.'s team figured on an easy victory, as
they had defeated Oxy by a large score the
week before she trounced us so soundly, but
they were doomed to disappointment. At
the end of the fourth inning, with the score
tied 3 to 3, defeat for the first time this year
stared the Methodists in the face. A batting rally in the next inning netted U. S. C.
one more run. After that neither side was
able to score.
While we were defeated, we have the
assurance that we played the game as it
should be played, and after all, "the game's
the thing."
There were no star plays or players. Everyone did his duty, and that is all that can
be asked. Captain Blount pitched a great
game, allowing the hard-hitting Methodists
but five hits, a feat no other pitcler has
been able to duplicate this season.
Home run, Foss; three base hit, Bogue:
two base hits, Cohn, Benson; sacrifice hits,
Haskell, Gower: struck out, by Haskell 14,
by Blount 10; bases on balls, off Haskell 2,
off Blount 4. Umpire, Bill Traeger.

Whittier i, Pomona 5
Pomona proved the victor over \'Vhittier,
in the game played April 29, by the above
score. The contest was held on Hadley
Field, which ought to have been an advantage to us, but taking into consideration the

quality of ball played by the team the previous week at U. S. C., the opposite seems
to have been the case. Nevertheless, it was
a better contest than the one-sided score
would seem to indicate. Pomona won by
steady, consistent playing in all departments of the game, while Whittier's chief
weakness seemed to lie in being unable to
connect with Kingman for the necessary
hits at crucial moments. This fact, along
with one or two "boneheads," cost us the
game. Aside from this, the team put up a
very good exhibition, making Pomona fight
for every tally.
Neither team scored in the first inning.
In the second, however, Pomona slipped
one run across the plate, repeating the same
trick in the next inning. After that there
was no more scoring till the sixth, when
Kingman singled to center and scored before the side could be retired. In the seventh Shutt rapped the ball for three bags,
scoring by beating in the throw from Jennings' long fly to left field. A moment later
Liebler knocked a two-bagger, scoring in
the same manner as Shutt. This inning
saw the end of Pomona's scoring.
Whittier's one run came in the eighth.
Raymond singled to center, reached third
on Allen's single, third on Kingman's error,
and scored on a fielder's choice. Bogue
was on third and the signal was called for
a bunt, but Pickett failed to connect with
the ball, and Bogue was caught at home.
In the ninth Kingman filled the bases with
two passes and an error on himself, but
Alleti fanned, ending the game.
The lineup:
Whittier: Blount, Raymond, p; Bogue,
C; Cox, ib; N. W. Renneker, 2b; N. B.
Reniieker, 3b; Allen, ss; Pickett, lf; Crites,
cf; Malcho, rf.
Pomona: Kingman. p: Shutt, c; Liebler,

You forget that hungry feeling at the Central Cafe, 109 W. Philadeipha St.
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ib; Garner, 2b; Wight, 3b; Neals, ss; Hitchcock, if; Jennings, cf; Daniels, rf.
Umpire, Scotty Allen.

Whittier 5, Occidental 14
Whittier was defeated by Occidental in
the first intercollegiate game of the season,
April 15, by the rather one-sided score of
14 to 5. The game was played on Hadley
Field, and this ought to have been a point
in our favor, but the result would indicate
that the opposite was the case. Nervousness on the part of the whole team is the
reason assigned for the slaughter. The
men were over-anxious and in their desire
to play fast ball made several bad errors.
After• that the errors themselves were a
sufficient excuse for any team going up in
the air. Both pitchers were hit freely, but

Oxy nipped the runs that ought to have resulted by fast work in the gardens.
The scoring started in the first inning,
both sides bringing in a tally. The next
period brought Oxy two runs, while Whittier was unable to score again till the sixth,
when one more run slid over the plate. A
batting rally in the ninth added three points
to our score before the game closed. Oxy
scored in every inning save the seventh and
ninth.
Duffy Seay was the star of the .day, securing three hits, one of them a home run.
Bogue and Renneker each rapped the ball
for three base hits and Pickett for a twobagger.
It is no disparagement to Occidental to
say that Whittier put up a rather rank exhibition of baseball. We are confident,
however, that the team will show them that
they do know how to play when they meet
them at Baer Park for the return game.

This isjust an example
of the kind of clothes we DON'T make. Nothing
freaky about our clothes, nothing over-sensational,
nothing that makes a man look like an ass. Just
sound, worth-while suits, conservative, or not, as you
wish and always in the height of good style, always in
the best form.
And always priced moderately---Get that?

Suits to order, $20, $30, $40. Intermediate prices, and better

A. K. BRAUER & CO.
Tailors to Men Who Know
S.Spring Stret, corner store)

Corner 5th and Spring

Satisfaction in Express and Hauling. Prices Reasonable. GEO. EDDY, Phone 58, Res. 4393
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Mersonals
"In Pace Requiescunt"
Being an excerpt from the new opera
"Puss in Formalin," founded on the well-known masterpiece 'Puss in Boots." To
be presented by the Biology Class in the
near future.
Scene—Biology Lob, skulls, bones, pickled specimens scattered promiscuously
about.
Enter "Hicks" with sleeves rolled up and
scalpel in hand. Shrieks of feline terror
heard coming from gunny sack in corner.
"Hicks" sings:
"In the Biologic Lab.,
Where we etherize poor Tab,
And we ripped the poor old kitty
Up the back, tra, la, la;
When the victims were brought in,
With a diabolic grin,
We would take them from the
'Prisoning gunny sack, tra, la, la."
Enter Biology class, busily whetting
scalpels.
All sing:
Chorus
"So bring the ether can,
Put poor Tabby 'neath the pan,
And gather round and see the murder
done,
Let's merrily cut the skin,
So shove the scalpel in,
And gather round and you will see the
fun."
Exeunt all.
Second Verse
Scene: Biology Lab. Lights dim. Prof.
Muchmore dimly discerned by his desk.
Slow weird music. Blue calcium light.
Prof. Muchrnore sings slowly:
"Tis the Biologic room,
Things are silent as a tomb,
Por old Tabby lies in state in formalin,
She had been there for six weeks,
She's so "strong" she almost speaks,

That the class respect her deeply, can be
seen."
Slow Choruss
"So bring the ether can,
Here's a new fresh speciman,
And I'll slay another Tabby for the class,
And the one that has been slain,
Nevermore they'll see again,
For I'll bury her remains .beneath the
grass."
(Slow curtain.)
(Dedicated to the "remains" of one coyote, one fox terrier, three miscellaneous felines and sundry other vertebrates.)
B. H.

A Proposal
They were sitting side by side;
He sighed; she sighed
Said he, "My dearest idol."
He idled and she idled.
"On my soul theres' such a weight."
He waited and she waited.
"I'd ask your hand, so old I've
grown."
He groaned and she groaned.
"You shall have your private gig."
He giggled and she giggled.
Said she, "My dearest Luke."
He looked and she looked.
"I'll have thee if thou wilt."
He wilted and she wilted.—E.v.

A very charming young lady who with a
friend was going to Duluth, stepped up to
the ticket window and said rather hurriedly,
"Two to Duluth." The ticket agent, thinking she' was trying to flirt with him said,
"Too-tle-e-too, oh you kiddo !"
Henry W. (looking out for self preservation)—Is there any danger of increasing
the size of, the head by over-study?
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Diary of the Mountain Crip
By a Junior
April 6, Thursday, 2 P. m. Everyone an-.
swerede to the roll call at thee P. E. station
but President and Mrs. Newlin and the
married folks of the classes. We were eawfully sorry the Newlins couldn't go but we
got Miss Esther Andrews to chaperon us.
On the car all the fellows but me were
bunching it together, leaving the girls to
hold their own hands. With a good deal of
tact I managed to get the fruit basket upset, but poor Doc. had two pairs of hands to
hold.
Seniors still puzzled on arriving at Huntington building. Until then we wouldn't
let them know where we were going. After
boarding our bag and baggage on the Sierra
Madra car everybody did his part to raise
the roof.
George Bell, as the car came in view of
the mountains, "why don't they use Herpicide on Old Baldy?" Ha! Ha! from
everybody.
Every man grabs for two light suit
cases, but some get stung. After a half
mile, mostly uphill, we found the cottage at
Carter's Camp.
Sammie: "Is everybody happy?"
"Sure we are," from all.
4 P. m. Lola and Billy in the hammock.
4:30. Raining. Lola and Bill still in the
hommock, now holding umbrella over them.
:o. Hammock still occupied by Lola
and Billy.
6 p. m. First call to supper. Lola and
Billy in tears leave the hammock. Supper
was served in combination kitchen and dining room, two by four. Agatha tried to
make herself small for once.
Seniors eat like fiends.
Frances—"What good weinnies."
Claire—"This salad, kid."
Lola—"These beans."
We played "Jinks Up." Introduced
everybody to the "Fly Family" and then
sang songs the rest of the evening.

11 :30- We fellows pretended to hit the
hay.
I :30 a. m. Four of us worked off our
surplus energy after our final game of S. S.
by calling on the coeds. Did we wake
them?
6:30 a. m. I went down and built the
fire.
Gertrude—"Crites put on some hot water
will you?"
Claire beats it to the kitchen.
8 a. m. Seniors' appetites still good.
For a couple of hours ten of us toasted our
toes around the dinky little cook stove.
io a. m. The climb. Claire and I went
to the top in three and one-half hours.
The rest of the girls were quitters at the
half-way house. Several of the fellows
went on up.
7:30. Chicken! Hush! (Result of the
box). Sam's and my appetite still good.
9:30. Lunch of salted almonds and candy between songs.
I0:3o. Everybody tired. Beat it early.
Girls say everyone slept peacefully except
for the snoring.
Saturday, 8 a. m. Breakfast.
Olive—"I'm still a tenderfoot, please pass
the oranges."
Miss Cammack (after climb yesterday)
"I at least have tender feet."
Poor Sam! Too many almonds.
No breakfast for Sammie.
Everybody packed up. Juniors' suit
cases slightly ( ?) lighter.
Sadness of farewell as we leave the
camp. The seniors give nine rahs to us
and the camp.
Scme of the fellows stay in the city for
the game at U. S. C.
Rest of us pike home.
Frances, Monday following—"O, my
heart, hasn't been right since we came from
the mountains."
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DR. 0.

J.

0SBORN

VETERINARIAN
Hospital, 148 South Comstock

Humane OperatingTable
Both Phones 16o

MOORE & UNDERWOOD
GROCERS

WHITTIER

W. WILLIAMS

CHAS. E. T,SBER

How about that Nursery Stock?

128 SOUTH GREENLEAF AVENUE

WILLIAMS & TABER
OUR AIM IN BUSINESS
BUD TO ALL VARIETIES
To supply the BEST of everything in the eatable
line at right prices, and give the best possible
service in delivery of same.
De iveres leave store at 9 a. m. and 3 p.

In.

Phone Ex. 31
WE HAVE NO SOLICITORS

Francis \V.—Xow just how does it feel
to he going to be married. \ofle ?"

We Furnhh Everything. Satisfaction Guarnteed
Trees contracted for
Seasons 1912 and 1913
Phone 6641 or 186

For Zmality go to
WHITTIER BAKERr

Prof. Seevers—"Repentance means complete change of mind.
Charles "IT ni
(101st tltev

\Vcnien often repent.

THE NEW STAMY RANCH
IS ABUNDANTLY SUPPLIED WITH

EAST WHITTIER WATER
M. H. FRIEBE L Headquarters for Nobby Furnishings and Hats for young men.

io6 W. Philadelphia St.

For Your New Suit Come to The Toggery
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at

Lamor & Hamilton's
Whittier's Leading Confection ers
and Caterers.
Make their store your headquarters.

Public Phone

I. GIVE individual attention to every
subject, and this treatment produces
a photographic portrait---not merely a photograph.
Our prices are within easy reach of the
popular purse.

J. CYRUS CARPENTER
PHOTOGRAPHER
21721

South Spring St,

Los Angeles, Cal.

F. E. Frantz, President.
Gordon Saunders, Treasurer.

Charles Saunders, Vice President.
J. A. Miller, Secretary

Whittier Garage Co.
222-224-226 West Philadelphia Street
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF AUTO SUPPLIES

New Jersey Non-Fluid Oil, French Compression Fluid, Harris Oil for the
Motor, Hollingshead Auto and Hand Soap, Goodrich and Continental Tires,
Chamois and Sponges, Weed Tire Chains, Presto-Lite Tanks, Recharges.
FIRST-CLASS REPAIR WORK AND STORAGE

Agents for Hudson, Chalmers, Studebaker, Flanders and Ford Automobiles

For the best Citrus Trees tn the Southwest, see Jno R. King
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HOME

WHITTIER

One dollars worth of pleasure, if that
dollar be the first one invested in a bank

Making money—to know where you
mike it, when you make it and why
you make it—requires business system.

account, will result in many dollars in
goo :1 cheer and contentment in the days to

By having an account with this bank
you will be enabled to know all the whys
and wherefores of every expense item.

come

SAVINGS

BANK

NATIONAL BANK

If you want an Annual
Let the Business Manager know

CLEANING

REPAIRING

PRESSI NG

MALCHO

THE UP-TO-DATE
FAIL—OR

A line of Gnts' Furnishing Goods sold at lowest prices.
Give us a trial and see how we will treat you.

J. L... MAL.CHO,
103

Home Phone 90

Stvdio Established 1900

North Greenleaf Ave.

Farm Implements
Wagons

Ramsey's Studio

Gas Engines
Wind Mills

For Artistic Portraits

WHIPS

ROBES

HARNESS
Harness Repairs

109 1-2 South Greenleaf

Horse Covers
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"The Store with a Conscience"

F. B. SIUVERWOOD
221 S. SPRING

6th & PROA WAY

GRADUATION TIME
Many of the fellows are already picking suits for
Graduation. Clothes semi-conservative---yet clothes
made for college men, not their fathers.
Blue serges and elegant mixtures, guaranteed to fit
stylishly,---and wear. Many are making their
"graduation suits" answer "dress-up" demands from
now till commencement.

---for the most comfortable wear, knee-length 'briefs'

Jerome Barnet
Dealer In

Fine C indies, Ice Cream
Cold Drinks

In fourth year English the class were discussing Ella Wheeler Wilcox and whether
in the future she would be considered great.
C. H.—"Will she wi na name for herself
as an American writer?"
Prof. Wilcox—"Well, she has a good
name. anyway.

115 South Greenleaf zive"iz

H. AUF DER IIEIDE

All Work Guaranteed

Storage Supplies
Home Phone 26...

College Garage
Corner College and Greenleaf
REPAIRING, GASOLINE AND ELECTRIC CARS
GENERAL MACHINE WORK

Agent for Demot Auto. WHITTIER, CAL.

Whittier Grocery
J. N. W000ARD, Proprietor

Best .25c Coffee in Town

Prompt Delivery
Home Phone

281

119

E. Phila. St.
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---------------Designing

Engraving

erry

n

,

t K

1

anitary IviarRet

Berry '
s

Nothing but the choicest of government

Will A. Smith's Print Shop
Printing that is

up to

inspected refrigerated meats handled.
Green Cut Bone for Poultry.

a standard

Not down to a price

Fresh Fish Fridays.

Fine Stationery

GEO. W. BERR

Printing

r, Proprietor

Uome Phone 74
209 E. Philadelphia St.
Ladies' and Cents' Garments French Chemically Dry Cleaned, Steam
Cleaned, Dyed, Altered, Repaired and Prssed
Cents' Suits Made to Order

CITY DYE WORKS

There will be no extra Annuals printed.
If you want one, let the Business Manager know.
—

—

w—w

~

We'll Explain the Difference

Sporting Goods
Gu ns, Ammunition

I

and Pocket Cutlery
as good as the best

•
t

00

F

I

.

oil

1i

4='

j

!

!

armers

Phone

30

Hardware
105-107

Co.

Between the various blends of Coffee, Tea, etc.,
if you desire. We don't handle the ''near pure" kind of
groceries. Try our coffee as a sample of our grocery service.

N. Greenleaf Ave.

J.

FRED
FRESH

H GVVH\I

GRAVES
FOR THE BEST IN
FRUIS AND VEGETABLES
107 \As'

PHI

L.ALPH IA ST
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KLINGBERG

&

CO.

Trie safe place to trade, Satisfaction or your money back
Dry Goods, Shoes, Furnishing Goods.
Expert Fitter
The largest Sboe Shop in Wbittier.

JONESBOOK STORE
226.227 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles

Bibles of all kinds at low prices.
Books bought, sold and exchanged
Gold fountain pens, j.00, postpaid, guaranteed
Mrs. Williams (inquiring about StU(leflt
body dues)—"Is my name written there"'
H. Kelsey—"That depends on what kind
of a life you have lived."

Claire (singing)—"Tliiflk of all the lovin
words that you ever beard.'
Sam P. (sorrowfully) —"That would he
about six."

Humphrey-Daggett Hardware Co.
AND

BUILDERS' HARDWARE, STOVES, RANGES,
PLUMBING TIN WORK PAINTS OILS AND
GLASS

A

o
'Oji1Sfl
O

cc

124-I 26

Home Phone

West Philadelphia Street

WHITTTER
CAL.

10
SC'

Vfo
C0

.

C at

ci
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DR. HOMER G. ROSENBERGER

DR. G. H. FLANDERS

Physician and Surgeon
Hours

2

Dentist

to 4 P. iii. and by Appointment

GUY E BAILEY
H. P. WILSON, P. S.
Dentist

DR. LEVI D. JOHNSON
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Specialist
Errors of Refraction Scientifically
Corrected
218 E. Philadelphia St.
DR. RAY
Specialty—Diseases of Stomach
and Kidneys
Phone 192 Office Rooms and Residence
WHITTIER, CAL.
Postoffice Block

DR. C. C. WILLIAMS
Dentist

BRYAN-ZIMMER CO.

Res. 216 N. Bright

Phone 84

DR. J. T. PENROSE
Osteopathic Phisician
Office Over Myers Bros. Store, Landreth
Block

DR. MARY KRAFT
Osteopath

M. G. McCASLIN
Attorney at Law

M. LOUISE DAVIS

Furniture, Carpets, etc.

White Sewing Machines

Osteopathic Physician

Edison Phonographs and Records

SONORA, Phonograph without Horn
"CALORIC" Fireless Cookers
Pha,ie 72

1o8 E. Philadelphia

DR.

E. A. DANIELS
Dentist

State School Wednesdays

You can depend upon what our advertisers tell you

3cropo1I9 )dvcrti&er6
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If the Records of Whittier
College areas good as "Victor Records,"
Whittier will always be on the winning
side. Come down and look into our "rec rds." Might bring your friends, too
Plenty of music j'Or all.
The CaIdwelI-Thornburgh Piano Company
rio E. Philadelphia St., Whittier, Cal.
TFreshman—"Whât part of the body is the
scrimmage ?"
Soph—"The what?"
Fresh.--"Well, I saw in the account of
the last football game that someone was hurt
in the scrimmage."

Anna—"I can't walk that far. Fcould if
my foot didn't bother me."
Francis—"That's not what is bothering

L. M. BALDWiN

S. H. BELL

Baldwin & Bell
JF7

r -rC> E3UV C)
REAL ESTATE

V C) U WA N -

fl

L L

CALL ON OR ADDRESS US
107

E. Philadelphia

St.

WHITTIER, CAL.

Agents for OR CHARD DALE TRAL T
Home Phone 220

me. It isn't my feet. It's my logic."
Davis (slowly)—"Say, wouldn't we be
woolly lookin' fellows if all our thoughts
made nests in our hair?"
Courtenay (to Prof. M.)—"Do you be•
lieve in co-education?"
Prof. M.—"I don't know."
C.—"Well, I think that girls are awfully
distracting."

is the Student's Drug Store
The Whittier Pharma cy
We carry a full line of College Books, Bibles, Stationery, fine
Perfumes, Toilet Articles, Imported and Domestic. Soaps, etc.

R. S. BATTERSBV, PRQPR.

L. LANDREmH & GD.
Hay, Grain, Feed, Coal, Wood, Seeds, Salt and Poultry Supplies, Wholesale and Retail
115 North Comstock Avenue

Phone 131

Whittier, California

The Handy Lumber Yard
.THAT'S••

BARR'S
121 NORTH MILTON
PHONE 47

GOOD PLANING MILL IN CONNECTION

C-111
111x
v;ve,7

3cropolie 3dvertIers

First Semester opens September 12,'1910. Second Semester
January 30, 1911. An increased faculty—better equipments than
ever before—valuable apparatus added to laboratories--library
constantly growing. Courses offered: Classical, Social Science,
Natural Science and Biblical with fifteen departments of study;
Music, Vocal Expression and Art. Our work is fully accredited
at the State University and Stanford. The Biblical Course has
been enlarged and fully equipped.
Aim—To give a thorough college training under influences
that develop noble character.
Faculty—Chosen for academic fitness and Christian character.
Equipment—Buildings, Hall of Letters, Gymnasium, Dormitories, Girls' Cotta'e, Laboratories, Chemical, Physical, Biological, Library, Athletic Field.
I oction—Beautfiil Campi.is, healthful surroundings; removed from the temptations of a great city, yet near enough for
its educational advantages.
The College is now enoying its most prosperous year with
increased enrollment, additional buildings, strengthened faculty.
Corresondence solicited. Visitors welcome.

HOMAS

NEWLJN

PR ESI DENT
Whittier, Cal.

29
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Wood Bros.
GOOD

CLOTHES

Full dress and tuxedo suits for young men
33 S. Spring St., Los Angeles

Was She insured?
F-Ic pressed a burning kiss upon either
cheek and straightwav her face became
ashen.
If Veil tzct cold sleep tinder a repper
tree. If it rains, got to bed under the umbrella tree.

Robbins &ctton
Suits Dry Cleaned, $i.5o

Corner Druggists

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Whittier Steam Laundry
RH©I\J '3c,1

Free Delivery

Phone 5

The Winning Team
at the end of the season owes a great deaf to
is's equipment for it's standing. We furnish all
equipment for the Winring Teams of the South.
"Try us and be convinced."

Dyas- Cline Co. INC.

214W. 3d St.
Los Angeles

)lcropotIe 3dvertfsers
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Myers Bros.
Fine Shoes and Furnishings
110-112

Phone

S. Greenleaf Ave.

2 89

LOWERS free at all times for the sick

F

Come and get them for your miserable friends

BERT RIDEOUT
'"'

The best in Moving Pictures and Illustrated
Songs. Conic and be convinced,
Program changed semi-weekly, Mondays
and Thursdays.

HORNE

"THE FAMILY

Optic
I

Nothing but a good class of entertainment for good, clean people. A
clean house, with noihing but moral
Fumigated during every
pictures.
C. H. KEIPP, Propr.
program.

DRUG, Toilet Articles, Stationery Post
cards, Soda Water, etc.

Elma (to her brother Oscar)—"I-low was
)live dressed last night

104 S. Greenleaf

phone 364

Mildred doesn't need to worry, about
where she is going to be buried. She already has seen her Grave.

Oscar—"I didn't notice what color her
dress was, but she had a heavenly smile and
a patent leather belt on."

Specialization produces
Ferfectiom. That's
Why
why we will
please
4
77
you.
$
1
.
1

as it should he

Raymond (in physics)—"When
hen you look
at yourself in a mirror you're twisted."

,
Don'
t use your
neighbor's phone---

Home Telephone Co.

3cropoIi9 )IdvcrtfEcre
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MATTESON

M. J. KALIHER

"The Woodcrafter"

The Corner JEWELER AND OPTICIAN

Phone 65

210 E. Philadelphia

We make a specialty of jewelry and
Watch Repairing and Optic Work.

Novelties, Picture Framing,

Please don't forget us when looking

Artistic Things, Wood
Brass and Copper
Teacher (in algebra)—"What's the matter, there ?"
Mabel—"I'v got my foot in a radcai and
can't get it out."
Teacher—"Well, reduce it to its simplest
form and extract it."
Prof. Wilcox—"The old man discovered
him and shot him in the woodshed."

fir selections for Birthday presents.

Query--just what part is that, Prof?"
Prcf. Wilcox (quoting titles)—" 'Love
and a shotgun!' Some way I have a hankering after that."
Prcf. M,—"Charles, what is wind?"
Charles Malcho—"Wind is air in a deuce
of a hurry."

Spalding Athletic Goods are Standard
A. G. SFALDNG & BROS 435 SOUTH SPRING STF? EET

LQS

ANGELES7

1I LriHIftc?DJi
E

C)O

GAL.

Cotrefi & Leonard
Albany, N. Y.

NAIN3O2I

A867$

makers of

Caps and Gowns
037 3LANGELE53T.
L03 ANGELES, CAI,.

To the American Colleges from the Atlantic
to the Pacific,
Class Contracts a Specialty.

Li

